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About This Game

Explore the psychedelic world of buggies in this game, racing with other remotely controlled machines to become the best
Buggy on the planet!
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Fun! Easy to learn, easy to play! And it's just like real poker, I constantly lose my shirt! Good thing this is only play money or
I'd be out on the street right now!!. This game currently (july 17) does not have Oculus Rift support.

DO NOT BUY THIS GAME HERE!

Okay, I have to admit that devs keep their promises. Even if it takes tooooooooo long.

Right now (august 2017) game run smooth with Rift. Some thoughts:

negative:
- touch support have to be improved as it counterintuitve sometimes
- tutorial sometimes jums skips forward
- (minor) birds? they scare me by their ... flight. no really, they are not a birds.

positive:
- now i know how it feels to paint walls without doing actual damage to property
- those scenes with radio on can keep me in VR for hours. Very interesting and enjoyable to play.
The puzzle strength was about right.
After an hour or so of playing time, the gane developed severe stuttering and lag.
My laptop has 16 GB RAM, an SSD, and a nVidia 1070 video adapter.
The stuttering eventually went away but not sure why.
I would still recomend this to anyone that enjoys these puzzle type games.. This game is brutally difficult, even on Easy. I don't
have the patience for it. You can take only a few hits before you're dead. Even though health packs drop, they barely heal you.
There are bullets flying around everwhere while melee attackers are trying to kill you. Often times, the only place to dodge the
bullets is either into a melee attacker or a land mine. Eventually I just decided it wasn't worth the effort, so... uninstalling..
Looking for something to take the edge off after a hard day's work? This may be it! :). Me being a vietnamese doesn't bother me
at all that i will kill vietnamese but damn does this game have some bad controls. It just doesn't feel like you actually controlling
the planes at all.
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While the game so far is lighter on content, I really enjoy the mechanical changes over the first game. Possessing different
enemies to have different attacks is pretty fun. I also find there's just a lot of other improvements over the first one. For those
who haven't played the first one, it has a bit of a feel like binding of isaac and other rogue likes, while being its own unique
feel.. a hardcore game about death, drama, true love and crime. if you love games that have intense combat systems and realistic
characters then this game is for you. i absolutely loved this game

build your own farm and eat the things you grow from it. get sick because the newspaper says that disease is spreading. apply for
a job. learn self defense and shooting. im not kidding, these amazing features are in the game and never break!

with an open world and a lot to do in it this game never gets old. i feel as if the developers should make pony world 4 right now.
what amazes me even more is how theres only like 7 different people in the credits. ubisoft has an uncountable number of
people in the credits of watch_dogs (underscore needed) which shows that whoever made these games are pure geniuses. pony
world 2 is on steam greenlight and MUST be accepted. we need the original pony world on steam as well.

ubisoft, EA, rockstar, and even valve has nothing on these guys. i rate 10/10. Relatively short for an Adventure game but solid
voice acting and imho good writing. Do give it a try if unavowed left you wanting more.. Die monster! You don't belong in this
world!. Driving a giant tank without any background or motivation through a bunch of war or battle grounds is fun. For all you
know, you could be the villain, tanking (?) through the hordes of nice democratic people tanks. The game doesn' care, or at least
didn't tell me. What it told me, is how to aim and shoot, how to switch between tank cannon and machine gun, how to move and
how to change volume settings. That's it, no further option, nowhere. Still the game looks good and gives me the "Raptor" 1995
vibe. Lovely little game.

EDIT: And I spoke too soon. LITERALLY one level after my initial review the game ended, I destroyed the red vile island and
save the universe. There was story (?). But then again, 20minutes of gameplay isn't really enough, not even for 4$. So still a
lovely game, but longer and more compelling ones are out there ... for less money. Btw I left the game idly open for a few hours
to at least get a few trading cards. Then I forgot about it and now have a few hours of playtime, which are completely wrong. 20
minute game.

Follow my curation at https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/28337205-Fair-Minded-Witness\/. I will never see a Loader
Bot the same way after playing this.
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